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“It is the masses that determine the course of
history, but its initial movement must start with the individual.”
— How Privatized Banking Really Works

“To regain paradigms lost,”

is a phrase that appears in the closing sentences
of Murray Rothbard’s crowning achievement, The History of Economic Thought Before Adam Smith,
written before his death in 1995. In this last paragraph of his last masterpiece he is describing how the
development of knowledge in a scientific discipline is never a steady climb upwards into the light of
wisdom where scientists go and simply pick up amassed understanding and take it to the next insightful
level.
Quite the opposite, the history of any science—particularly a social science—is, as he puts it, of
“great gains and loss of advances in knowledge followed by decay and false leads, trying often dimly
and against fierce opposition, to regain paradigms lost.”
His utterly contrarian expression of the advance of a discipline is so nakedly true that it takes the
mind of a genius such as Rothbard’s to communicate it to us so surprisingly well that we cannot fail to
see it with absolute clarity. Instantly, our worldview of how science increases is dramatically altered. It
is not at all how we had always thought. The mind-changing power is in how Rothbard communicates
this important message to us that allows us to make the necessary shift in thinking. It is marvelously
effective, consequently it is transforming.
If we, as proponents of IBC, are to reach the 10% we must become greater and more effective
communicators of the grassroots movement Nelson Nash began years ago. We already have the greatest
of the ideas, but we must aspire to communicate it more effectively.
We stand at the entrance. Never in the history of mankind has the world reached the level of social,
economic and political turmoil we find it in today. Never has our message been so needed. Never have
the options narrowed so much in our favor. People everywhere hunger for a solution and we have it.
With one more effective step forward we can finally tip the scales. With each of us moving together in
this positive direction we will succeed.

“The flowering of human society depends on two factors: the
intellectual power of outstanding men to conceive sound social and
economic theories, and the ability of these or other men to make
these ideologies palatable to the majority.”
—Mises
Yours truly,
Carlos and Bob

Lara-Murphy Report
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Recent developments that may be of interest to readers of the Lara-Murphy Report…

China Syndrome Ending?

Chinese Officials Backing Off Foreign Exchange
Reserves

Bloomberg reports that Yi Gang, deputy governor at the Bank of China, said
in a recent speech: “It’s no longer in China’s favor to accumulate foreignexchange reserves.” It further reports that Governor Zhou Xiaochuan wrote
that the Chinese authorities will “basically” end intervention in the currency
market through which they’ve been controlling the yuan’s trading range.
To understand the significance of this, we need to see the broader context. The
Chinese government / central bank have been accumulating huge reserves
denominated in dollars. For example, as of May 2013 the Chinese held $1.3
trillion in U.S. Treasury securities alone (23% of total foreign holdings). The
Chinese have run large and growing trade surpluses with the U.S., almost
without interruption, for a decade. The U.S. “pays” for its trade deficit by selling
financial assets, such as U.S. Treasury securities. Chinese willingness to buy
these assets has prevented the dollar from weakening against their currency
(which would be the normal response to persistent U.S. trade deficits). If the
Chinese are now content with their current holdings of foreign exchange
reserves, and are content to allow the yuan to strengthen against the dollar,
suddenly those “cheap Asian imports” won’t be so cheap anymore. As people
like Peter Schiff have been warning for years, the U.S.’s fiscal and monetary
policies have not revealed their full horror because of the international prestige
of the dollar. The recent Chinese announcements are signs that the grace
period is ending.
Confessing Fed Sins

Fed’s Hail Mary policies now lead to Act of
Contrition

In a widely touted Wall Street Journal op ed (which ran on November 11),
former Fed official Andrew Huszar came clean: “I can only say: I’m sorry,
America…I was responsible for executing the centerpiece program of the Fed’s
first plunge into the bond-buying experiment known as quantitative easing.
The central bank continues to spin QE as a tool for helping Main Street. But
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Recent developments that may be of interest to readers of the Lara-Murphy Report…

I’ve come to recognize the program for what it really is: the greatest backdoor
Wall Street bailout of all time.”
Huszar goes on to explain that he had earlier left a Fed post because he had
seen its alleged “independence” eroding, in deference to Wall Street demands.
He acknowledges that “QE may have been driving down the wholesale cost
for banks to make loans, but Wall Street was pocketing most of the extra cash.”
He also explains that even if we take at face value the estimates that the QE
bond-buying program boosted economic growth, it is impossible to justify the
program on a cost/benefit basis.
It is rare to see such a frank admission of failure from a former government/
central bank official, if for no other reason than that Huszar is surely not
going to be high on a lot of lists for hiring. But if it’s any consolation, Mr.
Huszar, contact us for a free subscription to the Lara-Murphy Report.
We’ve been saying QE was just a big banker bailout since the start!

401(k) Rule Change?

If You Like Your 401(k), You Can Keep Your 401(k).
Period.

The WSJ reports that President Obama’s budget for fiscal 2014 proposes to
cap the amount Americans can save in tax-sheltered investment vehicles. The
official explanation is that some Americans have accumulated “substantially
more than is needed to fund reasonable levels of retirement saving.” Thus the
White House budget proposes to “limit an individual’s total balance across taxpreferred accounts to an amount sufficient to finance an annuity of not more
than $205,000 per year in retirement, or about $3 million for someone retiring
in 2013.” Look folks, Nelson Nash has been warning for a long, long time—
and until recently, many ridiculed him for it—that the government cannot
be trusted to stick to the rules on so-called tax qualified plans. Suppose in a
few years another financial crisis hits, interest rates spike, the dollar plunges,
and—thanks to ObamaCare—millions more are utterly dependent on checks
from Washington to fund their basic health care. The guru-picked investment
vehicles are going to have giant bullseyes on them.
Pulse on the Market
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Venezuel a on the Brink

Textbook Economics Playing Out in Venezuela

Steve Hanke at the Cato Institute has been doing important work detailing
the sorry decline of Venezuela. The ultimate problem has been the socialist
regime installed by (now deceased) Hugo Chavez, but the specific crisis is
caused by a combination of massive monetary inflation coupled with crippling
price controls. Hanke estimates that annual price hikes are now on the order
of 280%, with monthly price inflation running at 36%. In response, Chavez’s
successor, Nicolas Madura has upped the ante on price controls and military
crackdowns on the economy. The result is just what standard economics
textbooks indicate: massive shortages, including in crucial consumer goods
such as toilet paper.
Bitcoin $1,000

Bitcoin tops $1,000

The digital crypto-currency “Bitcoin” topped $1,000 in late November. This is
an absolutely meteoric rise, as it had been $500 only a week earlier, and started
2013 around $14. Back in the April 2013 LMR, one of us (Murphy) wrote an
article laying out the “Economics of Bitcoin.” It is an intriguing, privately issued,
digital currency that has a mathematically guaranteed quantity (as opposed to
State-controlled currencies, which rely on the prudence of government officials
to restrict their inflation). Who knows what the future holds, and surely some of
the recent rise in Bitcoin is due to pure speculation in the pejorative sense. Yet
we are confident that over the medium- and long-term, assets not denominated
in government fiat currencies will do well. There are billions of people on this
planet, constantly brainstorming new ways to engage in privatized money and
banking.
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Important decisions about financial

planning often revolve around the tax consequences. With the current configuration of the
U.S. tax code, certain assets are taxed “upfront,”
while other assets grow on a tax-deferred basis. This can often make it confusing to think
through the full ramifications of selling down
one asset in order to build up another, because
the move changes the timing of taxation.
In this article, I want to give the reader a
framework for evaluating the timing of taxation. I am not, in this article, providing financial
recommendations, or pushing one asset class
versus another. I merely want to walk through
the ramifications of various courses of action, so
that the reader can make an informed decision
when considering such moves.

Current Regulations and Guidelines
Regarding the Sale of Tax-Qualified
Investments
Many readers of the LMR are financial professionals, and I want to be sure such readers
understand the current rules: Only individuals
with the proper securities licenses are permitted to counsel clients on, say, selling off 401(k)
holdings in order to buy real estate or physical
gold.
This situation is awkward, but it is the situation. For example, suppose there is a life insurance agent who thinks the stock market is
in a bubble, and has personally cashed out his
tax-qualified plan in order to fund a large, whole

Only individuals with the proper securities licenses are permitted to
counsel clients on, say, selling off 401(k) holdings in order to buy real
estate or physical gold.
A Framework for Tax Timing
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In light of the regulatory environment (absurd though it may be), it’s crucial
that individuals know how to think through financial decisions on their own.

life insurance policy taken out on himself. If this
agent has a license to sell life insurance, but neither holds a securities license nor is a Certified
Financial Planner, then strictly speaking, even if
his best friend comes to him and asks for help in
“doing what you did” with his finances, the life
insurance agent can’t comply with the request.
Officially, he is not supposed to be “facilitating”
the sale of a client’s securities, because he is not
properly licensed to do so.
Because of this awkward but nonetheless real
situation, individuals must discuss their overall financial plans with others who are not in-

volved directly with the particular transactions.
If Joe Smith wants to cash out his 401(k) and
use the proceeds to fund a large life insurance
policy, when he talks to a life insurance agent
(who doesn’t have a securities license) Joe Smith
needs to confine the discussion to how much he
is willing to pay in premiums. He shouldn’t be
bringing up the fact that he reduced his 401(k)
to get the money, because this then puts the life
insurance agent in an untenable position, where
he’s not allowed to tell Joe Smith what he thinks
the best course of action is—even if he’s only
telling Joe Smith exactly what he himself is doing with his own finances!

Let’s start with some very unrealistic assumptions just to get warmed up.
A Framework for Tax Timing
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In light of the regulatory environment (absurd
though it may be), it’s crucial that individuals
know how to think through financial decisions
on their own. The present article is offered to
that end.

A Hypothetical Case Study
In order to walk through our framework, it
will help to have a concrete example in mind.
Suppose Joe Smith is 65, and has $600,000 in a
401(k). His house is paid for, and he has modest
expenses. He draws out $40,000 per year from
his plan to live on. (Naturally, he pays income
tax on that money as he pulls it out.) The investments roll over at a perpetual 5%. Joe figures he
can draw down the 401(k) in this fashion for 25
years, getting him to age 90.1
Joe is now considering whether it makes sense
to move some or all of his wealth out of the

401(k), and transfer it to a different asset that
is not tax qualified. If there were no tax considerations, we can suppose Joe would make the
transfer without delay, because he prefers the
new asset for some reason. But he realizes there
will be an upfront tax hit from his move, and he
wants to think through the full ramifications.
In the rest of this article, we will walk through
some basic considerations. We’ll start very simple, only looking at a few factors, and then we’ll
progressively make the analysis more realistic by
adding more complications.

Simplest Case: Equivalent Asset, No
Penalty, Flat Income Tax Code
Let’s start with some very unrealistic assumptions just to get warmed up. Suppose Joe is
transferring his wealth to an equivalent asset,

This of course is quite painful; Joe feels physically ill writing such a check
to the IRS.
A Framework for Tax Timing
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which will have the identical risk and return as
the original. Further assume there’s no penalty
for withdrawal. He does have to pay the income
tax, of course, but the flat tax code has a single
10% rate for all levels of income, with no deductions.
In the original baseline scenario, Joe takes out
$40,000 from his 401(k) every year. He pays
tax of 10%, which is $4,000, meaning he has
$36,000 after-tax on which to live.
In the new scenario, Joe takes out the full
$600,000 in one fell swoop. He pays the 10% in
taxes, which is $60,000. This of course is quite
painful; Joe feels physically ill writing such a
check to the IRS. Then he puts the remaining
$540,000 in an asset that earns a perpetual 5%
return.
Starting out with 10% less principal, obviously
Joe will run out of money earlier, if he draws
down at the same rate as before. But now, Joe
can withdraw his money and not pay additional
tax. (That’s the structure of our story here.) In
order to maintain his lifestyle, that means Joe
only has to draw out $36,000 per year, because
that was his after-tax income in the original,
baseline scenario.
Starting out with $540,000, which rolls over at
5% annually, Joe can draw out $36,000 and once
again go for a full 25 years—the same outcome
as in the baseline scenario with the 401(k).
Thus, at the most basic level of analysis, the tax
consequences are a complete wash: By emptying his 401(k) and moving it into an asset where
the tax occurs completely on the front end, Joe
didn’t affect his lifetime tax liability (measured

in present value terms). He simply paid the tax
upfront, rather than spreading it out over 25
years. The amount of income available for him
to actually spend each year is identical in both
scenarios.
Before moving on, I should clarify: When I
say that tax liability is the same in both cases, I
am referring to the present discounted value of
the total lifetime tax payments, measured at the
start. In contrast, if we look at the actual total
dollar payments, then obviously Joe pays more
in the 401(k) scenario. There, he pays $4,000 per
year, for 25 years, working out to total payments
of $100,000.
In contrast, if Joe moves the entire $600,000
to the new asset, he pays a one-time tax bite of
$60,000. Since $60,000 is less than $100,000,
there’s a sense in which Joe “pays less to the IRS”
by switching assets. However, this type of statement isn’t really economically meaningful, because dollars paid today to the IRS are worth
more than dollars that won’t fall due until years
from now.
Here’s another way to illustrate the tax equivalence: With the lump sum $60,000 that Joe has
earmarked to pay the IRS, he could instead send
them $4,000 per year, with the balance rolling
over at 5%. With this approach, the principal
would once again last 25 years, during which
time Joe would pay out a total of $100,000
rather than the initial $60,000.2 But paying the
$100,000 wouldn’t “cost” Joe more than the initial $60,000, obviously, since he would just keep
the balance rolling over without having to kick
in any extra money.

Thus, at the most basic level of analysis, the
tax consequences are a complete wash.
A Framework for Tax Timing
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Income taxes are not flat. With a graduated income tax code, the marginal rate
of tax is higher, the higher the absolute level of income.

Complications That Make the Move
Less Attractive
In the previous section, we saw the most basic
result: With enough simplifying assumptions,
the raw consequences of the timing of the tax
wash out. It doesn’t matter to Joe whether he
pays the total tax upfront and gets it over with,
or whether he draws it out over the rest of his
life. By keeping his money in the 401(k) and
deferring the tax, there’s a higher principal rolling over and thus he “earns more total income,”
it’s true, but that surplus is exactly how much

higher his tax bill will be when he actually pays
it. The whole thing is a wash.
In this section, we’ll briefly discuss some of the
real-world complications that make the move
less attractive than keeping the money in the
401(k). Naturally, none of these issues by itself
is decisive, but in the real world Joe will need to
consider them before making his final decision.
First, there is the fact that income taxes are
not flat. With a graduated income tax code, the
marginal rate of tax is higher, the higher the absolute level of income. In our example, suppose
that the 10% bracket extends only to $100,000,

One obvious way for Joe to compromise in this setting would be to
gradually transfer the money out.
A Framework for Tax Timing
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and that all income above that is taxed at
20%. In this case, when Joe takes out the full
$600,000, he would pay a total tax of (10% x
$100,000 + 20% x $500,000) = $110,000. This
is a full $50,000 more than what we calculated
in the previous section; the extra bite is coming
from the extra 10 percentage points of income
tax levied against the $500,000 falling into the
upper income bracket. If we have already established that an initial tax bite of $60,000 is
roughly equivalent to leaving the money in the
401(k) and paying $4,000 annually in taxes, then
clearly if Joe has to pay $110,000 upfront, he is
paying more in taxes because of the graduated
tax code—a full $50,000 more, to be precise.
Naturally, one obvious way for Joe to compromise in this setting would be to gradually transfer the money out, $100,000 per year, so that he

never puts himself into the higher tax bracket.
By the seventh year, Joe will have moved the
money completely, and once again (ignoring the
other complications we have yet to consider) the
tax consequences would be a complete wash.
Another, related complication is that there
could be an outright penalty (in addition to the
standard tax) associated with Joe’s large withdrawals from his 401(k). Here too, depending
on the specific numbers, Joe might be able to
minimize the blow by spreading out the drawdown over a period of years.
Finally, another complication making the
move less attractive is the possibility that the
government will change the tax code, so that
Joe’s new asset is subject to tax on its growth. In
this case, Joe would be getting hit with a double

Depending on how bad the government’s fiscal crunch becomes, the
nation’s 401(k)s and other such assets might prove an irresistible target for
ravenous politicians.
A Framework for Tax Timing
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whammy: He writes a huge check to the IRS
when he initially withdraws the money from his
401(k), but then over the years he continues to
accrue additional tax liability as his (new) investments earn a return. Joe might be tempted
to complain that this change in the rules wasn’t
fair, but that’s never stopped the government
before.

Complications That Make the Move
More Attractive
Now let’s consider some complications that
make the asset move more attractive. First, there
is the very likely possibility that marginal income tax rates will be higher down the road.
Currently the U.S. federal income tax code has
historically low rates, and the precarious debt
situation (including Social Security and Medicare obligations) makes “tax hikes on the rich” a
very real concern. If marginal income tax rates
will be higher in 20 years, it makes sense for Joe
to pay his taxes today, at the lower rates.
Another consideration is that the government
could change the tax rules governing Joe’s 401(k).
Indeed, in this month’s “Pulse on the Market”
section, we explain that the Obama Administration’s proposed budget for 2014 suggests capping the amount someone can place in currently
tax qualified plans. Depending on how bad the
government’s fiscal crunch becomes, the nation’s
401(k)s and other such assets might prove an ir-

resistible target for ravenous politicians.
Finally, there is the hard-to-quantify benefit
to Joe of taking his money out of the micromanaged, government-approved environment
and placing it somewhere with more privacy
and freedom. Many people view money invested in 401(k)s and similar vehicles as “sitting in
prison.”

Conclusion
This article presented a very basic framework
to analyze the timing of tax consequences related to shifts in asset holdings. Naturally we
only touched on some of the biggest considerations, while ignoring many others. The point
of the article is not to push readers into specific
moves, but rather to show the proper way to
think about them.
In the simplest analysis, changing the timing
of tax liabilities is a complete wash; the individual is paying “the same” lifetime tax, either
upfront in lump sum or drawn out over decades.
In the real world, there are complicating factors
that alter this simplistic result: Some factors
push one way, some factors push the other. The
individual or household must weigh these (and
other) complications and decide what their net
effect is, and how they change the baseline result of perfect tax equivalence.

References

1. The calculations here are quite crude: In Excel I listed each year, first with a starting principal, then subtracting the drawdown amount to
yield the ending value. Then I multiplied that number by the rate of growth, in order to reach the starting principal for the subsequent year.
2. To repeat, these are crude Excel calculations that deal with interest calculations in a very simplistic fashion on an annual basis. Further,
we rounded to $600,000 and $40,000 as the initial numbers just for simplicity; Joe still ends up with left over money at the end of year 25.
Consequently, the two tax streams are not literally identical in their present value—$60,000 today is not exactly the same thing as a string
of $4,000 annual payments for 25 years at a 5% discount rate—but they’re close enough to illustrate our point. If we had performed the
calculations monthly, instead of annually, the two approaches would be closer to each other.
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A mutual insurance company is an

insurer that is owned 100% by its policyholders. Policyholders in a mutual are “contractual
creditors”1 of the assets of the company. This
means that a policyholder has ownership, membership, and contractual rights vested to them
by state law. When a mutual insurance company
demutualizes it converts completely to a stock
company owned by shareholders. When this

company. This makes the MIHC construction
one of the most creative ever conceived. In this
brief article we are going to discuss this interesting and somewhat complex financial edifice
by examining the basics of the conversion steps
more closely. There is much we can all learn
about this rarely discussed topic and whether
you are a financial professional or simply a policyholder, you need to know this information. If

Whether you are a financial professional or simply a policyholder,
you need to know this information. If you practice IBC (Infinite Banking
Concept) it is of utmost importance.
happens it loses its mutuality. A mutual insurance holding company (MIHC) is something
altogether different— it’s a hybrid of sorts. It is
not fully a mutual because the insurance company actually becomes a stock company too, but
because of the holding company feature, it is
able to retain its mutuality. The policyholder’s
ownership, membership, and contractual rights
are all still there in the MIHC structure, but
they are now separated within the new “split”
How Mutual Insurance Companies Really Work

you practice IBC (Infinite Banking Concept) it
is of utmost importance.

Background
The financial services industry changed dramatically in 1999 with the enactment of the Financial Services Modernization Act (also known
as the Gramm-Leach Bliley Act)2 by eliminating
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many of the barriers that separated banking, investments, and insurance. These barriers were
originally put in place shortly after the Great
Depression. But this new deregulation law set
in motion a frenzy of mergers, acquisitions, and
initial public offerings (IPOs) that would result

1999 opened the door to massive consolidation
of financial institutions at a much more rapid
rate. Some of these mergers were the largest on
record. The result of all of this merger-acquisition mania created 8 banks controlling 41.5
percent of the country’s assets and the concen-

The Modernization Act of 1999 opened the door to massive consolidation
of financial institutions at a much more rapid rate.
in a conglomeration of financial service giants.
Ironically, much of this merger and acquisition
activity occurred in the 1980s and ‘90s long before this law was passed. Federal and state regulators had already been pushing for deregulation
of these institutions for quite some time. But it
was the Federal Reserve’s new interpretation of
certain provisions of the Glass-Steagall Act of
1933 and the Bank Holding Act of 1956 that
allowed banks and investment companies to begin entering into affiliated securities activities in
the 1970s. Soon thereafter the insurance companies also followed suit. By the time the deregulation law became official, many commentators argued that Glass-Steagall was already
dead. In any event, the Modernization Act of
How Mutual Insurance Companies Really Work

tration of more than 40 percent of the life insurance industry’s premiums within the top 10 life
insurers. These behemoths cross-sold all kinds
of financial products with tremendous marketing synergy. Due to this significant economic
change, one institution in particular came under
immense financial pressure — the mutual life
insurance company.
“Mutual insurers faced growing competition and the threat of acquisition from these
emerging financial conglomerates. Adding to
this pressure was foreign insurers’ growing interest in strategically acquiring insurers in the
U.S. — Additionally, the shift in consumer demand away from traditional protection prod-
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New York State, which had been a holdout, finally just ten days ago enacted
a law (November 13, 2013) to allow insurance carriers with less than $10
billion in assets to reorganize in a mutual holding company structure.
ucts and toward investment-oriented products
left mutual insurers at a disadvantage.”
State of the Life Insurance Industry
CIPR Study-August 20133
In 1965 there were approximately 150 mutual
insurance companies in the United States. By
1998 a Society of Actuaries New York Annual
Meeting Report (October 18-21, 1998) confirmed only 80 mutual insurance companies in
existence. More recently (November 2013), the
authors of the LMR conducted their own independent research and could find no more than
13 true mutual companies remaining. Some of
the reduction is due to a complete demutualization, which includes fifteen major life carriers
such as Equitable, UNUM, Royal Maccabee’s,
MONY, Prudential, John Hancock and the industry’s largest, Metropolitan Life Insurance
Company, which took that route in the 1990s.
On the other hand, according to the same August 2013 CIPR Study, 74% of mutual insurer
reorganizations performed between 1997 and
2001 were done using the MIHC model as
opposed to a complete demutualization.4 Con-

How Mutual Insurance Companies Really Work

sequently, the LMR count for all life insurance
companies still claiming mutuality (true mutuals plus mutual holding companies) is 34.
One principal reason for this increasing trend
in this method of mutual reorganization is that
the MIHC structure provides the insurer the
means to recover from financial setback through
the sale of stock if needed, without abandoning their mutuality, which is unavoidable with a
complete demutualization.
The first mutual insurance holding company
(MIHC) statute was passed in Iowa in 1995.5
From this we gather that mutual insurance
holding companies are not exactly new corporate creatures. In the 18 years since their ascent
in the industry most states now have this legal
reorganization option on their books. New York
State, which had been a holdout, finally just ten
days ago enacted a law (November 13, 2013) to
allow insurance carriers with less than $10 billion in assets to reorganize in a mutual holding
company structure.6 Since there are several carriers fitting this profile domiciled in New York
we may again see a change very soon in the mutual life insurance industry’s landscape.
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Diagram A is a re-creation from a similar diagram presented at the New York Annual Meeting of the Society
of Actuaries October 18-21, 1998, Panelist and Presenter, Carl M. Harris, Principal with Deloitte & Touche in
Des Moines, Iowa.

To get a visual of the conversion process from
a mutual to a mutual insurance holding company (MIHC) take a moment to study Diagram
A. Notice in particular that the mutual starts out
as one entity and splits into several components.
When reorganizing from a mutual to a MIHC
you are transforming the life insurance company from a mutual to a stock company complete with new stock incorporation documents
and becomes a downstream company from the
MIHC as we see illustrated at the bottom right
How Mutual Insurance Companies Really Work

of Diagram A. The MIHC itself, as shown at
the top right of Diagram A, is not a life insurance company, but it is regulated like one. The
MIHC is a general-purpose corporation with
specific attributes important to the MIHC
structure, which we will discuss in greater detail
later in this series. At this point in our study it is
only important to realize that this type of state
regulation on a non-insurance entity is a unique
feature existing nowhere else in corporate structures.
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Ownership, Membership, and
Policy Rights
To gain insight on how the MIHC is able
to retain its mutuality notice carefully how the
newly split company separates these important
characteristics. The ownership and membership rights (these are the rights that allow the

What is so crucial in this entire set-up is that
the MIHC must at all times retain 51% of the
“voting control” of the downstream life insurance stock company. This element is a legal prerequisite that is strictly enforced by state regulators. The language on the state books is very
specific and makes it clear that it is—“majority”
voting control. At first glance it’s easy to think

What a great way to—have your cake and eat it too.
policyholder to vote for the board of directors,
whether to demutualize or not, or for a merger)
move and subsequently reside in the MIHC.
The policy contractual rights (these are the
rights found in the policy itself and written out
in the policy contract) go entirely to the stock
company. If you started out as a policyholder of
the original mutual company at conversion you
would become a policyholder of the stock company, but simultaneously you would also become
an owner and member of the MIHC. What a
great way to—have your cake and eat it too.
How Mutual Insurance Companies Really Work

that this fifty-one percent is all about favoring
policyholders, but from the view of management
that majority control is more akin to “takeover
protection.” If you are a small mutual and you
demutualize, the chances of being gobbled up
by a conglomerate increase a hundredfold. So
in effect this 51% keeps them from becoming a
takeover target. Nobody can own a MIHC and
nobody can take one over simply because it is
controlled by the policyholders. So in effect this
mandatory majority voting control does serve
dual important purposes.7
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Although the MIHC, unlike a mutual, is able
to file for an IPO (initial public offering) this is
not always exercised. It can issue shares of stock
of the life insurance company itself, or it can do it
through the Intermediate holding company we
see illustrated in Diagram A. Like the MIHC,
the “intermediate holding company” is also a
general-purpose corporation. Typically if shares
are offered to the public it will be done from
this intermediate entity with money flowing in
and out of here. More importantly, if the IPO
route is chosen, state regulators require that in

duration, up to 100 years or longer. Obviously,
this is a critically important piece of the MIHC
structure that we must all know about. In Part
II of this LMR series we will walk through the
various aspects of this very important responsibility.

Conclusion
Competition has heightened in the financial
services industry, margins have tightened, and

The total dividends distributed to the policies inside the closed block
are ultimately determined by its experience rather than the discretion of
management.
fairness to policyholders a “closed block” must
be established prior to the IPO. None of the
closed block assets may be transferred to the
shareholders and the total dividends distributed
to the policies inside the closed block are ultimately determined by its experience rather than
the discretion of management.8 Furthermore,
these closed blocks tend to be very long-term in

How Mutual Insurance Companies Really Work

the demand for capital has increased. Along
with this, the globalization of financial services
has brought about significant changes to the insurance sector and especially to the mutual life
company. Although the MIHC infrastructure
is not new, it is certainly a topic that is rarely
discussed by insurance company personnel, financial professionals, and life insurance agents.
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...yet we owe it to them (the general public) to keep them fully informed
especially if they are practicing IBC.
It should come as no surprise that this is so. In
reality many financial professionals may be unknowingly selling or possibly own policies they
think are from a mutual company when they
are actually issued by a mutual holding company. Obviously, members of the general public
would not even know where to begin the discussion, yet we owe it to them to keep them fully
informed especially if they are practicing IBC.
Though we are fast approaching the last vestiges of the great mutual of long ago, we should
be fully cognizant of the fact that we are in midstream of a developing new and more flexible
mutual device with greater adaptability to our
changing economic environment. It’s a good
thing Nelson Nash said you could still practice
IBC with some stock companies because many
of us are and it still works great.9 In view of
these newer developments, our chief concern is
to continue to provide superior education to all
of our Practitioners and their clients because at

the end of the day, it is the public who is the
lifeblood of the insurance industry. Give them
knowledgeable and qualified financial professionals to work with and the public will respond
with continued support of the life insurance industry for many more centuries to come.
You can find qualified professionals here:
http://www.infinitebanking.org/finder/
or
wherever you see this important seal of authorization:
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Lara-Murphy Report: How did you

discover Austrian economics?

Gerald O’Driscoll: My introduc-

tion to Austrian economics was through the
Rev. James Sadowsky, S.J. at Fordham University. Sadowsky taught Philosophy at Fordham,
and was also the resident Jesuit in the freshmen
dorm. He introduced me to Murray Rothbard. I
got to know Murray’s economic work, including
Man, Economy and State and America’s Great
Depression. Murray made me aware of Ludwig
von Mises.

And, of course, there was the circle of people around Murray and Joey [nickname for
wife Joanne—eds.] Rothbard. These included
a diverse group of economists, historians, philosophers, free-market environmentalists, and
businessmen. Leonard Liggio was an important
member of the group. There were many social
and intellectual gatherings in the Rothbards’
apartment. The guests included Walter Block,
Walter Grinder, Ronald Hamowy and Roy
Childs. Anyone knowledgeable of the libertarian/classical liberal movement, and Austrian
economics will find these names familiar.

“I recall participating in FEE programs, and got to meet von
Mises. He autographed my copy of Human Action.”
The Fed As “big Bank” (Non)-Solution
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“I knew more Mises than Hayek when I arrived at UCLA.”
I met Mario Rizzo in my sophomore year at
Fordham in an intermediate macroeconomics
class. We shared a common interest in Austrian
economics. We survived Keynesian macro together. We got to know FEE (Foundation for
Economic Education), which back then was
an important source of information on Austrian economics. One day we intrepidly took the
New York Central Railroad up to Irvingtonon-Hudson and arrived unannounced. Later, I
recall participating in FEE programs, and got
to meet von Mises. He autographed my copy of
Human Action. Later we brought him to Fordham to give a lecture.
I went to UCLA for graduate school in economics. The department had a justifiable reputation as a bastion of free market economics. I
certainly did not expect to find Austrian economic taught there. Yet Hayek and to a lesser
extent Mises had an influence on various faculty. These included Armen Alchian, Axel Leijonhufvud, and Sam Peltzman. Later arrivals
like Harold Demsetz and Thomas Sowell also
had been to varying degrees influenced by the
The Fed As “big Bank” (Non)-Solution

Austrians. Leijonhufvud, Peltzman, and Sowell
eventually constituted my Ph.D. committee.
I knew more Mises than Hayek when I arrived
at UCLA. I knew Hayek through the Road to
Serfdom. I only learned of his more technical
work in Leijonhufvud’s macroeconomics class.
At the end of the first quarter, he told us that
we had to write a paper in the second half of the
class. He had a list of 40+ suggested topics, of
which one was, “A Reconsideration of Hayek’s
Business Cycle Theory.” I bravely chose it, unaware of how much work would be involved.
The paper later evolved into my dissertation,
which I completed in 1974. I revised it and it
appeared in book form as Economics as a Coordination Problem in 1977.

LMR: One of your academic contributions
was the book you co-authored with Mario Rizzo in the mid-1980s, The Economics of Time
and Ignorance. Can you explain what you were
attempting to accomplish with that book? How
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was it received?

GO: Mario and I first wrote a paper titled

“What is Austrian Economics?” It was intended
to restate and update the main propositions of
Austrian economics for a wider audience. We
presented it at the American Economic Association meetings in September 1980 in Denver.
The session, titled “Recent Developments in
Economic Theory: Austrian Economics,” was
chaired by M. Bruce Johnson, and also featured
papers by Roger Garrison and J. Huston McCulloch. Discussants were Mark Perlman, T.
K. Rymes, and Mack Ott. I recall the session
was well attended and attendees included Lord
[Lionel] Robbins.
We decided the topic required a book-length
treatment. We also quickly understood that our
restatement would be more comprehensive than
we had originally envisioned. Or, as we put it
in the book, we realized that in order to restate
the fundamental propositions of Austrian economic theory, “we had … to go beyond it.” That
decision ensured we would make new friends
and lose old ones. On net, the results were quite
positive, as attested to by the reviews. Those who
criticized it tended to be quite hostile, though
in one instance the reviewer withdrew his criticism and came around to our view of Austrian
economics.

LMR: You recently participated in a Cato essay

series discussing the Fed on its 100th anniversary. What is your position on central banking
in general, and the Fed in particular?

GO: To discuss the Federal Reserve, one must

understand U.S. banking history. The Fed was
not created to conduct monetary policy, since
the United States was on the gold standard.
The Fed As “big Bank” (Non)-Solution

“We realized that in
order to restate the
fundamental propositions
of Austrian economic
theory, “we had … to go
beyond it.”
That decision ensured we
would make new friends
and lose old ones.”
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Monetary policy as we understand it is not possible under a commodity standard.
The Fed was founded because the American
banking system was highly regulated and fragmented. Most banks were small and financially
undiversified. They were subject to the negative
effects of downturns in local economic conditions. Branching was restricted, or not possible;
and in no case could banks branch across state
lines. Most importantly, currency, which was
issued by nationally chartered banks, required
100-percent collateral backing with U.S. Treasury obligations.
But the United States was retiring the Civil

War debt in the latter part of the 19th and into
the 20th century. So collateral for national bank
notes was shrinking while the U.S. economy was
growing rapidly. With economic growth came
increasing demand for currency. There were also
predictable seasonal fluctuations in currency demand. Banks were constrained in responding to
both seasonal and long-run variations in the demand for currency. The problem became acute
when real shocks caused sudden, short-run increases in the demand for currency. These could
turn into financial panics and banking crises if
runs on banks occurred.
The problems with the banking system were
understood, as were the fixes. Allowing banks

“Monetary policy as we understand it is not possible under a
commodity standard.”
The Fed As “big Bank” (Non)-Solution
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In 1910, Aldrich invited several prominent bankers and others
to Jekyll Island ostensibly for duck hunting.
In reality, it was a secret meeting to craft a big bank solution
for the banking system.
to hold a wider variety of collateral against outstanding currency, such as commercial loans,
would have gone a long way toward addressing the problems of the national banking system. (Permitting branching would also have
been very helpful.) Banking politics blocked the
needed reforms.
The Panic of 1907 was especially severe. A
National Monetary Commission was created
to address banking reforms. It was headed by
Senator Nelson W. Aldrich (R-RI). In 1910,
Aldrich invited several prominent bankers and
others to Jekyll Island ostensibly for duck hunting. In reality, it was a secret meeting to craft a
big bank solution for the banking system. After
political twists and turns, it morphed into the
Federal Reserve Act of 1913.
The Fed As “big Bank” (Non)-Solution

The Federal Reserve was a mistake on at least
two counts. First, it was unnecessary because
reasonable reforms would have fixed the national banking system. Second, it was a key element
in the Progressive agenda to gain control over
the U.S. economy. Every financial crisis caused
by either Federal Reserve policies or other government actions, results in more power for the
Fed. Stating it was a mistake, however, does not
tell us what to do about it today. The discussion
of my essay on the Fed at 100 gets into that
thorny issue.

LMR: One of the “hot” ideas in monetary policy

nowadays is to abandon price inflation targeting,
and instead focus on “level nominal GDP” tar-
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geting, in which the central bank does whatever
it needs to do, to ensure that the total amount of
money spent on (final) goods and services continues to rise at a predetermined rate, year after
year, regardless of other circumstances. First, do
you think this is a good suggestion, and second,
is it true (as some of its Chicago School proponents have said) that this proposal is at least
implicit in the work of Hayek?

GO: Let me disentangle your question. First, I
would dispute that the Fed has engaged in inflation targeting. If it has, it is pretty bad at it,
since the price level has risen dramatically since
its creation (especially since the 1960s). Some
view the period called The Great Moderation
(roughly the mid-1980s to the mid-2000s) as
one in which the Fed paid more attention to inflation. Arguably, it was engaged then in a form
of nominal GDP targeting known as the Taylor
Rule.
Second, one must distinguish between targeting the level and targeting the rate of growth
of NGDP. As Bennett McCallum has recently
argued, the two policies could potentially lead to
dramatically different results (“Nominal GDP
Targeting: Policy Rule or Ad Hoc Splurge?”).
Targeting levels could lead to a futile effort to
regain the “lost” output of the Great Recession. That effort is predicated on the idea that
output at cyclical peaks is sustainable. As McCallum suggests, a desire to let monetary policy
“rip” may account for the newfound interest in
NGDP targeting in unlikely places.
Targeting the rate of growth of NGDP might
be a stable alternative to inflation targeting. Perhaps it is the best (or least bad policy) we could
hope for from a central bank in a fiat money
world. I do not see it, however, as having a basis
in Hayek’s work.

The Fed As “big Bank” (Non)-Solution

“The Federal Reserve was
a mistake on at least
two counts...
it was a key element in
the Progressive agenda to
gain control over the
U.S. economy.”
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LMR: Finally, we want to ask a question about

writing style. We have noticed that you seem
to have a very down-to-earth approach in your
writing (at least when it’s intended for the layperson), and yet it is clear that you are dealing with very complex issues. It reminds us of
Fischer Black’s writings. This is refreshing in a
field where so many economists and pundits try
to impress the reader with jargon and “sophisticated” locutions. Is our statement surprising to
you, or do you know exactly what we mean? Is
this something you consciously do, when writing for the layperson?

GO: I spend a lot of time on my writing, and

on crafting arguments so that they are accessible to the intelligent laymen. Over the years,
I had any number of teachers who insisted on
good writing. Leijonhufvud was one of these.
At the Dallas Fed, much of our work involved
communicating monetary and banking policy
in writing and speaking to lay groups. My work
at Citibank was not so different. Writing op eds
focuses the mind on communicating complex
ideas succinctly to a broad audience. I am glad
my efforts are appreciated. Thanks for the comparison to Fischer Black.

“Writing op eds focuses the mind on communicating complex
ideas succinctly to a broad audience.”
The Fed As “big Bank” (Non)-Solution
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Events and

Engagements
2013
November 1 • Chile, South America
Murphy presents at Galt’s Gultch Chile a community created with the same vision
of John Galt, penned by Ayn Rand years ago.

2014
January 17 • Long Island, NY
Murphy debates Bill Still on monetary policy at “Save Long Island Forum”

Some events may be closed to general public.
For more information: LMRevents@usatrustonline.com

A brand new educational program designed exclusively
for the financial professional
Includes brand-new video lectures from Nelson Nash
Learn the economics of life insurance that you won’t get
anywhere else!
For full details see www.infinitebanking.org

Infinite Banking Concepts LLC • 2957 Old Rocky Ridge Road • Birmingham, AL 35243
www.infinitebanking.org
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Fund Your Own

BAILOUT
If you don’t like giving large sums of money to banks and mortgage companies
to finance your cars, homes, boats, capital expenditures for business needs or any
thing else you need to finance, then you are going to really like this alternative. The
rebirth of Privatized Banking is underway. You can take advantage of the
years of experience that these three authors in these two books are offering you.
Go to usatrustonline.com click: store and look for both of these books
among the other fine books.

